Chapter 27

Layers of Preventive Measures for Soft Target Protection against Terrorist Attacks

Alex P. Schmid

The chapter opens by listing the most frequently hit soft and hard targets, with a focus on those attacked by jihadi terrorists. This is followed by a conceptual discussion about various types of terrorist targets, both physical and psychological (targets of violence, targets of terror, target of demands and targets of attention) and identifies ten audiences/conflict parties, terrorists aim to influence in one way or another. A survey of a number of empirical studies on terrorist targeting follows, and ten criteria underlying terrorists’ physical target selection are identified. A trend towards increased attacks on soft targets, especially by single actors, is noticed. As a consequence, the number of attacks that could not be prevented has increased in recent years. This diagnostic part of the chapter is followed by one that focuses on improving the prevention of attacks against soft targets. A typology of preventive measures is presented, distinguishing between up-, mid- and downstream prevention. Subsequently, the main focus is on mid- and downstream prevention. A layered approach of combining 13 preventive measures (LPM) is suggested and the author’s proposals are juxtaposed with the 13 Good Practices (GP) proposed by the Global Forum on Counter-Terrorism (GFCT)’s Soft Target Protection Initiative in 2017. There is also an Appendix with “Twelve Rules for Preventing and Countering Terrorism” developed by the author when he was Officer-in-Charge of the Terrorism Prevention Branch of UNODC. A bibliography of new literature on terrorist targeting concludes the chapter.
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For an act of terrorism to occur, you need a motivated perpetrator, a suitable target, and the absence of capable guardians. Soft targets have, by definition, no or few guardians present, and there are plenty of ill- or un-defended crowded places that highly-motivated terrorists find suitable. What can be done in terms of preventing terrorist attacks on targets that are not hardened?

Prevention presupposes that we can forecast, with a high degree of probability, what is likely to happen in the near future and - if it is something harmful - anticipating it, stopping it proactively in time from happening by intervening into the chain linking causes and effects. Preferably, this is to be done as early, upstream, and close to the source as possible. An important tool for predicting terrorist activity is analysing and learning from past events. In other words, if you want to be a futurologist, it helps if you are a historian as well. However, when it comes to terrorism, there are a few new things under the sun. In the past, the prototypical terrorist was a bomber without an air force; this has changed drastically, the 9/11 terrorists used hijacked passenger planes as guided cruise missiles, and today terrorists are turning commercial and homemade drones into a makeshift miniature air force.

Terminology

The prevention of terrorism is the pre-attack part of counterterrorism. Some analysts distinguish between anti-terrorism – preventive and defensive measures against terrorism such as target hardening and enhanced patrolling – and the broader concept of counterterrorism that includes also active and offensive (both pre-emptive and retaliatory) efforts to prevent, deter, and combat politically motivated violence directed at civilian and non-combatant targets. In doing so, counterterrorism actors utilize a broad spectrum of responsive measures, such as law enforcement, political, psychological, social, economic and (para-)military measures. For the Handbook of Terrorism Prevention and Preparedness, the editor developed the following working definitions:

“Prevention of terrorism involves the anticipation of risks factors giving rise to terrorist group formation, terrorist campaign initiation and/or specific attack preparations,

and responding to these by

Preparedness, that is, taking proactive and pre-emptive measures to reduce risks and threats and, if that turns out to be insufficient, reduce the negative impact of terrorist attacks through a set of planned precautionary measures aimed at strengthening governmental readiness and societal resilience.”

This chapter focuses on the prevention of terrorist attacks on soft targets. Yet, first we have to be clear about terminology. What are “terrorist targets” and, more importantly, are there also other categories besides “soft” and “hard” targets when it comes to terrorism? For one thing, there are many more soft than hard(-ened) targets. Here are some typical hard (-ened) and soft targets recently exposed to terrorist attacks.

Typical Hard Targets

Typical hard targets include but are not limited to: individual top-level politicians, international summit meetings, government ministries, parliament, foreign embassies and diplomatic
residences, commercial passenger airplanes, nuclear facilities (power plants), military compounds, and prisons.

Hard targets are typically surrounded by physical deterrents such as barbed wire fences or high walls as well as vision barriers. There are vehicle barriers at the gates and armed guards with bullet proof vests supported by x-ray machines, metal detectors and sniffers to find hidden explosives, with CCTV cameras and infrared movement sensors to monitor the fenced or walled perimeter. Access points are few and checkpoints can be passed only after ID verification against a computer-linked database and following luggage/baggage and body screening.

Typical Soft Targets

Typical soft targets include, but are not limited to: transportation systems (e.g. airport terminals, railway & bus stations, subway system, ferries) places of religious worship (e.g. churches, mosques, synagogues, temples), weddings, funerals, schools, hospitals, dormitories, market places, indoor shopping malls, museums, tourist destinations, hotels, restaurants, night clubs, theatres, cinemas, landmarks and iconic buildings with symbolic value, venues for special events, (e.g. sport stadiums, cultural arenas, concert halls), long queues of people at entrances gates to event sites, and pedestrian zones in urban areas.

Soft targets are undefended and/or under-protected open access locations with low or no security provided where civilians can be found in significant numbers. The Dutch intelligence service AIVD describes the distinction in these words: “… targets can be classified as “hard targets,” meaning well-protected targets, or as “soft targets,” meaning targets with little to no (possibility for) protection.”

Types of Terrorist Targets

However, the sole distinction between just soft and hard targets is not all-encompassing, as it fails to recognize an important feature of terrorism. Terrorists are often engaged in a particular kind of psychological warfare, meaning that terrorist attacks are motivated by more than just the aim to cause physical harm. Above all, terrorism is a means to communicate, and the people victimised at soft and hard target sites serve mainly as message generators to reach, via mass- and social media, one or several other “targets” and objectives. Figure 1 visualises this notion of the use of terrorism as a communication tool.

Figure 1. The Triangle of Terrorism
In a study published in the mid-1980s, the present author distinguished between four types of targets:  

1. [Physical] targets of violence; 
2. [Psychological] targets of terror; 
3. Targets of (coercive) demands; and 
4. Targets of attention 

However, there are, in fact, more secondary and tertiary target audiences – targets of attention – to terrorist violence. These are ten terrorist audiences and/or conflict parties to be influenced:  

1. adversary (-ies) – usually government(s); 
2. society of the adversary (-ies); 
3. direct victims and their relatives and friends; 
4. others who have reason to fear that they might become next targets; 
5. distrusted members and supporters of terrorist organizations (“traitors”); 
6. other (rival) terrorist or political party organizations; 
7. constituency terrorists claim to represent/act for; 
8. potentially sympathetic sectors of domestic and foreign (diaspora) publics; 
9. “neutral” distant publics which have not (yet) taken sides; 
10. the media themselves, as message transmitters and amplifiers. 

Looking only at the direct victims which are mostly found at soft target locations, misses the deeper meaning of terrorist victimisation. Yet, without direct physical victims, the terrorists’ violent message would not get a broad hearing and would therefore miss its main objective. The number of soft targets is almost endless, and if one soft target is hardened, terrorists can pick the next one of a seemingly unlimited choice of soft targets. In other words, displacement can make the hardening of specific targets a futile task as terrorists can move from a highly protected to a low security location. However, for most terrorists, the overarching aim is likely to bring their message across, “on air” and “online.” To put it differently, what really matters is whether their attack ends up being reported and discussed on television and on the internet. To illustrate this, the Christchurch shootings on a mosque and an Islamic centre in New Zealand on 15 March 2019 (where one hundred Muslims were injured or killed) was live-streamed on Facebook by the perpetrator Brenton Tarrant. Such events can have immediate reverberations on the other side of the globe, given the fact that social and mass media now serve as the nervous system of much of mankind. 

However, newsworthiness also depends on the physical location of the attack, and, to a great extent, on specific types of victims since not all victimisations at soft or hardened target locations convey the same message with the same intensity. If we know what messages a specific group of terrorists wants to convey to its intended audiences, we already would possess an important indication of potential targets. This is to say that context matters very much and so does the type of terrorism we prioritise to respond to. It is also helpful to be aware of the ten main types of terrorism: 

1. single-issue terrorism; 
2. lone wolf/actor terrorism; 
3. vigilante terrorism; 
4. separatist terrorism; 
5. left-wing terrorism; 
6. right-wing terrorism; 
7. religious terrorism; 
8. cyber terrorism;
9. CBRN terrorism; and
10. state (or regime) terrorism.

In the following, the focus is predominantly on an Islamist jihadist version of religious terrorism which has become the dominant type of transnational terrorism since 1979.

Protecting soft targets like people congregated in churches, synagogues and mosques or in outdoor spaces like at a Christmas market is a big challenge. There is a trade-off between keeping a society free and open, and keeping its citizens and visitors safe and secure. If the instruments of attack are everyday objects like a stolen truck driven at high speed into a crowd, there is not much that can be done downstream, in the minutes or seconds before it happens. Proactive measures like putting up physical security barriers—raising steel cylinders (bollards) hidden in the pavement in a public space to stop an approaching truck—takes more time than is usually available when such an attack seemingly comes out of the blue.

What then can be done realistically in terms of prevention and preparedness? To answer this question, we first have to look more closely at terrorist target selection.

Factors Determining Terrorist Target Selection

Typical for terrorists is to attack civilian and non-combatant targets; if terrorists would focus on military targets only, they would not be labelled terrorists but insurgents, guerrilla fighters, rebels, partisans, or perhaps resistance fighters. However, some terrorist groups attack, next to un- or ill-protected civilians, also police and military personnel, often when these are not on active duty. Such attacks are often also labelled terrorism, especially if they are conducted outside combat zones and in times of peace. While terrorist attacks are generally indiscriminate, they might be indiscriminate only within certain sub-groups of society.

Target selection is a function of several factors, including ideology, strategy, capabilities, and opportunities. The strongest of these tends to be ideology. There are a number of factors that help determine target selection by terrorists:

1. ideology;
2. strategy/tactic;
3. terrorist capabilities/resources;
4. opportunity;
5. newsworthiness;
6. expected counterterrorism security measures;
7. expected effects on supporters and sympathisers;
8. expected effects on other audiences and conflict parties (including rival groups);
9. internal decision-making processes within terrorist group preparing attack; and
10. post-incident getaway chances.

Ideology is the main determinant of target selection, even among non-religious terrorist groups. Luis de la Calle and Ignacio Sanchez-Cuenca looked at terrorist targeting in Western Europe over a forty-year period and analysed the distribution of 2,610 fatalities victimised by nationalist, extreme-left, vigilante, extreme-right, and neo-Nazi terrorists (see Table 1).

As can be expected, nationalist and leftist terrorists who claim to fight for the (or their) people prefer targeting representatives of the state, while vigilantes and those on the extreme right and neo-Nazis often tend to be more indiscriminate, target common people.

Turning now to religious terrorism and looking at data spanning the period 1994 to 2015, Petter Nesser found these patterns of Jihadist terrorism for Western Europe:

“It is noteworthy that as much as 70 percent of the plots involving single actors went undetected and reached the execution stage in the period surveyed, while
group-based plots were foiled in almost 80 percent of the cases.” (…) Over time, an increasing proportion of jihadi plots in Europe were discriminate and aimed at sub-national entities, communities and individuals rather than the public. (…)

Table 1. Target selection by ideology (1965-2005): Domestic terrorism in Western Europe - excluding jihadists

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Nationalist</th>
<th>Extreme-Left</th>
<th>Vigilante</th>
<th>Extreme-Right</th>
<th>Neo-Nazi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Military</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police</td>
<td>33.2</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paramilitary</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Politicians &amp; public officials</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entrepreneurs</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other civilians</td>
<td>36.5</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>86.7</td>
<td>82.5</td>
<td>96.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the period between 2001 and 2007, around 20 percent of plots were discriminate, whereas Al-Qaeda’s mass casualty modus operandi dominated the picture. In the subsequent period between 2008 and 2013, as many as 55 percent of all plots were targeted discriminate and random attacks were decreasing. The majority of discriminate plots were aimed at institutions, artists, and politicians, and perceived as anti-Islam.”

Indiscriminate attacks are not the same as attacks on soft targets. An attack on a synagogue, church, or mosque for example, is discriminate if we look at society as a whole – believers and non-believers – but also aimed at a soft target. According to a survey of terrorist attacks worldwide over the period 1968-2005, 72 percent (8,111 attacks) were aimed at soft targets, while 27 percent struck hard targets.

If we focus on religious terrorism of the Salafi-jihadist type, one study by the Norwegian researcher Cato Hemmingby, surveying 246 registered plots and initiated attacks in Europe between 1994 and the end of 2016, concluded:

“The main findings are that a soft target focus is dominant and increasing, while particularly well-protected targets are almost totally avoided. There is substantial mass casualty focus, but only few attacks lead to such results. Indiscriminate vs. discriminate targeting comes out evenly (…) Both lone actors and groups prefer soft targets …”

A more recent study by the Dutch Intelligence and Security Service (AIVD), surveying more than one hundred attacks in the period 2004-2018, concluded:

“Of the 112 attacks in the West in the past fifteen years, 76% can be considered succeeded, meaning that they were actually carried out and resulted in casualties and/or damage. The other 24% can be deemed failed; these attacks did not obtain the intended effect (damage or casualties), for example because explosives failed to detonate. In this regard too there has been a shift in the past fifteen years. During the first ten years of that period, half of all attacks succeeded, and half failed. In the past five years, however, the percentage of success has risen to 84%. So, not only have there been more attacks in the West
in the past five years (three-quarters of all attacks of the past fifteen years), but these attacks also succeeded more often.

(…) When considering the whole fifteen-year period, 30% of all attacks in the West occurred in freely accessible public locations where the victims were random passers-by or other people present in the area. In the majority of cases these were exterior locations like streets and squares, and in a small number of cases the location was a freely accessible building like a shopping centre or restaurant. Police officers were the target in 21% of attacks, while 15% of attacks targeted the military.\footnote{19}

To summarize, the various surveys and studies referred to in this chapter provide us with two main takeaways. First, that soft targets are the main targets for both single actors and groups of terrorists and attacks on soft targets have been increasing. Second, most single actor plots went undetected while the detection rate for multi-actor attacks was considerably higher - but experts disagree on how many prevention efforts could be considered “successful” as criteria for success vary.

**Prevention of Terrorist Attacks against Soft Targets: A Layered Approach**

After these more general observations, we can turn to what can be done to reduce harm to potential soft targets of terrorism. What is proposed here is a layered approach to the prevention of terrorist attacks – the idea being that more than a dozen preventive layers (PLM) should be created. While each of these layers might be insufficient to stop a terrorist attack, in combination these layers of defense can become a powerful instrument to prevent many if not most terrorist attacks - even in the case of soft targets.

Let us look at some of the possible prevention strategies and tactics. To begin with, one has to make a distinction between up-, mid-, and down-stream prevention. Terrorism prevention can be broken down into taking proactive, precautionary measures at three moments in time. These phases of prevention of terrorism include:\footnote{20}

- **Upstream, primary (early) prevention:** reducing the risk of the formation of a terrorist group or organization.
- **Midstream, secondary (timely) prevention:** reducing the risk of such a group or organization being able to prepare a terrorist campaign.
- **Downstream, tertiary (late) prevention:** reducing the risk of execution of individual terrorist operations by foiling and deterring these.

In other words, if terrorist group formation cannot be forestalled in an early phase by taking appropriate measures, the focus should be on preventing the preparation of terrorist campaigns in midstream and, if that also fails, prevention should seek to obstruct the occurrence of individual terrorist incidents.

Upstream prevention refers to structural measures that reduce the risk of terrorist attacks at the source and/or at an early stage, ideally even before terrorist group formation has taken place. Midstream prevention refers to situations halfway between root causes and events where a terrorist group is already formed. The goal here is to prevent a terrorist organisation from preparing a campaign of terrorist attacks. Downstream prevention refers to late prevention of specific and individual terrorist attacks.

In general, when one mentions prevention, one thinks more often of downstream and midstream prevention than of early, upstream prevention. While some of the upstream factors to prevent terrorism are beyond the control of a government (e.g. because the root causes lie...
abroad) at least one root cause of terrorist attacks is not. Terrorist acts are often revenge acts against foreign armed conflict participation by governments abroad, or reactions to government human rights violations at home. This has been shown by the Institute for Economics and Peace (IEP) which uses empirical data on terrorist incidents from the University of Maryland covering a quarter of a century identified two major upstream root causes of non-governmental terrorism in its Global Terrorism Index report of 2016:

“Statistical analysis has identified two factors which are very closely associated with terrorist activity: political violence committed by the state and the existence of a broader armed conflict. The research finds that 92 per cent of all terrorist attacks over the past 25 years occurred in countries where state sponsored political violence was widespread, while 88 percent of attacks occurred in countries that were involved in violent conflicts. The link between these two factors and terrorism is so strong that less than 0.6 per cent of all terrorist attacks have occurred in countries without any ongoing conflict and any form of political terror [by government].”

In other words, not getting involved in armed conflicts and not violating human rights are two of the most important preventive measures that can be taken upstream. While the first measure – not getting involved in armed conflict – is not always a choice governments have since some governments are directly attacked even if they are not involved in foreign interventions, the second measure holding the moral high ground and adhering to human rights standards when fighting terrorism is a matter of choice and has been shown to reduce terrorism. Democratic countries with secure rule of law, good governance, and a high degree of social justice are less prone to terrorist attacks – at least from domestic and home-grown terrorists. Such policies – and the political culture that comes from a healthy relationship between government and civil society and between ethnic and other domestic majorities and minorities – tend to dissuade many activist local groups from escalating their militancy in the direction of terrorist attacks.

Related to such dissuasion is dissuasion’s stronger brother – deterrence. While deterrence is part of the instruments of prevention, its use in counter-terrorism is, however, limited. Deterrence depends on the fear of certain and severe punishment and retribution. However, one problem with deterrence of terrorists is that the perpetrators or groups responsible for terrorist attacks are hard to find; few have a known address where the perpetrators or their sponsors can be reached and punished before an attack. In the absence of the possibility of retaliation, deterrence is of limited utility. This is particularly true in the case of suicide bombers: if someone is not only risking his or her life in an attack but actively seeking death as a form of martyrdom in expectation of rewards in an imagined afterlife, the threat of being killed is absent and direct deterrence does not work. Sometimes it is, however, possible to threaten punishment for those who support terrorists. There are some indirect ways to deter attacks: if the families of terrorists are living at a known location, their houses can be bulldozed – a tactic familiar to Palestinians around Israel. However, that raises some important legal and ethical issues which, however, will not be discussed here.

If we look at the more familiar instruments available for terrorism prevention, most of them refer to downstream prevention. Here, time is short as the window between planning a terrorist attack and its execution is at best a few months and often only weeks or even less. Based on American data, Brent Smith, Kelly Dumphousse, and Paxton Roberts noted in 2006 when analysing pre-attack planning and preparation of terrorist acts committed in the US:

“Planning and preparatory activities cannot be temporally separated. Meetings, preparation, training, and procurement of materials for terrorist incidents are
not sequenced independent of each other (...). The onset of preparatory behavior typically began about three to four months prior to the planned terrorist incident. Preparatory conduct may include criminal, as well as noncriminal activity. The most common preparatory behaviors included meetings, phone calls, the purchase of supplies and materials, and banking activities ... Terrorist groups engaged in an average of 2.3 known behaviors per incident. 27

A typical terrorist attack then is planned and prepared along the generic lines sketched by Charles Drake and Andrew Silke: 28

1. Setting up a logistical network (safe houses, arms dumps, vehicles, ID, etc.). This is partially dependent upon how overt or covert the terrorists’ ordinary lives have to be.
2. Selection of potential targets – generally based on ideological and strategic considerations.
3. Information gathering on potential targets.
4. Reconnaissance of potential targets (find out the likely location and protection of the target at a specific time).
5. Planning of the operation.
6. Insertion of weapons into the area of operation.
7. Insertion of operators into the area of operation.
8. Execution of the operation.
9. Withdrawal of the operational team (not applicable if successful suicide attack).
10. Issue of communiqués if appropriate.

The short window of time when terrorist planning and preparations can be detected points to the importance of looking at, not only downstream signs of preparation, but also mid- and even upstream indicators. However, some methods of detection of upcoming terrorist activity apply to all three phases, the most important of which is intelligence gathering in all its forms, signal and human, self-generated, or received in exchanges with other intelligence - and security agencies. In the case of the 9/11 attacks on New York and Washington almost two dozen opportunities have been identified where US intelligence agencies could have intervened if they had interpreted the early warning signs correctly.

A Layered Approach to the Prevention of Terrorist Attacks, with a Focus on Soft Targets

In the following section, layers of preventive measures (LPM) that apply to mid- and downstream pre-incident detection and intervention tactics and measures in the case of terrorist attack planning and preparation are identified, accompanied by brief comments on each layer. The general assumption here is that we are facing an indiscriminate attack on an unprotected crowded place. 29 The challenge is to pick up early warning signals and interpret these correctly. This is more difficult than simply connecting the proverbial dots. It is more in the nature of figuring out a puzzle with many missing pieces and, to make it worse, the pieces in front of the analyst most likely belong to more than one puzzle as several terrorist groups might be planning attacks on various targets. In such situations, linking the pieces to specific preparations becomes exceedingly difficult. The basic idea here is that while the target site is unprotected, there are intervention points at several mid- and downstream stages that can prevent the unprotected target site from being successfully hit. While these preventive measures are listed sequentially here, in reality their order might be different. A further assumption is that we are dealing with homegrown, domestic terrorism, rather than transnational terrorism, where planning and preparation occur largely abroad. In such border-crossing cases, prevention
becomes more difficult and depends very much on the close and time-sensitive international cooperation of intelligence and security agencies.

The 13 layers of preventive measures (LPMs) for mid- and down-stream soft target protection will be explained below.\textsuperscript{30}

\textit{LPM 1: Engage in ongoing collection of traditional open-source information (print media, radio, TV, academic studies and NGO reports) by professional monitoring agencies.}

Explanation: Use Open-Source Information (OSI) to the fullest extent. While there is a certain mystique about secret intelligence, fact is that as much as 90 percent of all information intelligence agencies collect tends to come from open sources. Systematic data collection of traditional open-source information by academic institutions and think tanks can go a long way to make basic risk assessments when it comes to terrorism. The full exploitation of open-source information, when done in collaboration with academia, think tanks, and private sector stakeholders allows for basic monitoring of extremist groups and their activities and can help identify trends of targeting to discover patterns. Terrorist violence is often contagious; one new tactic, especially if successful, invites imitations by other groups or copycat crimes by mentally disturbed lone actors. Typical examples are increases in vehicle-based attacks and knife attacks. Sometimes terrorist spokesmen recommend certain easy-to-do attack types in video-messages on the internet and this tends to trigger a particular attack wave by gullible persons who identify with a terrorist cause without necessarily being part of a group. The thing to do, is to monitor terrorist communiques and other messages encouraging certain attack types. This is a form of mid- and downstream precaution which might not prevent a specific attack but it can also warn the public to look out for something that it would otherwise pay no attention to.

\textit{LPM 2: Monitoring extremist online activities with potentially violent consequences (e.g., hate speech that can be a predictor of hate crimes, incl. terrorism) in social media and on the dark and deep nest.}

Explanation: The internet, to which now more than half of mankind has access, provides an abundance of additional information, and while many extremists try to hide behind encryption and in the deep and dark nets, they also have to reach out to potential recruits and appeal to their envisaged constituencies. Social media content can offer many cues. Monitoring hate speech is one measure that falls somewhere between midstream and downstream prevention. While most of those who engage in hate speech will not commit hate crimes themselves, incitement helps to create a political climate where hate crime, including terrorist crimes, are considered more legitimate among certain sectors of the public. Countering hate crimes is something that members of civil society can do as well, and sometimes better than government agencies. Its preventive effect is hard, if not impossible, to measure, but that should not be a reason for not monitoring and opposing hate speech. Monitoring hate speech is also necessary for late prevention. If, for instance, after a terrorist attack, people on the internet express support for a terrorist attack, they ought to be watched.

\textit{LPM 3: Intelligence collection from surveillance and eavesdropping on known and suspected extremist individuals and groups, and their sponsors (e.g. by bugging their phones, computers, cars, and homes).}

Explanation: Surveillance and eavesdropping. Multiple methods of eavesdropping on terrorist communications exist and the main problem is not so much picking up such communications as decrypting, translating, and interpreting these in actionable time due to the huge volume of
internet traffic. Surveillance takes many forms beyond monitoring someone’s presence on the internet. Without technology (e.g. surveillance cameras which allow face recognition, car number registration, airline passenger identification, etc.) this cannot be done, as physical surveillance is personnel-intensive and costly, and beyond the means of all but very few governments. Surveillance can be done in various ways (e.g. bugging the homes, vehicles, phones and computers of suspects) if there are no legal restrictions. The thing to do is to monitor both former terrorists who have not deradicalized (e.g. those released from prison) and sympathisers of terrorist groups. Since this can apply to a large group of people, choices have to be made about the method and intensity of surveillance. This tactic would, however, not be successful against lone actors with homemade bombs. However, in many cases, such people might already have a criminal or a mental health history for which data exist and which might be worth looking into.

Given the multitude of soft targets, without guidance from collected intelligence, the defense of soft targets would be nearly hopeless. Intelligence, human and signal, open and classified, is the first line of defense. While many think the future is entirely unpredictable, fact is that many (but by no means all) events cast their shadows before them. Prognosis based on known precursor signals is possible to a certain extent. The detection, registration, and observation of more or less weak signals and indicators that point to the possibility and a growing probability of the occurrence of a harmful event requires monitoring in the form of systematic data-gathering. It also involves subsequent timely analysis and interpretation to produce risk assessments solid enough to forecast with a high degree of probability time and form of a terrorist attack. Then an early warning can be issued to those in the need to know and proactive rather than reactive counter-measures can be taken even when the exact location of the attack is not (yet) known.

**LPM 4:** Use of undercover agents for infiltration into violent groups and/or attracting informers from such groups (e.g. terrorists who are released from prison because they served their term and return to their group); use of sting operations where these are legal.

Explanation: Human intelligence. Due to the limitations of signal intelligence, human intelligence remains crucial. While infiltration of terrorist groups is difficult and dangerous (often a crime has to be committed first as proof of reliability when someone wants to join a group), winning informers from inside terrorist organisations or their support structures is a viable alternative. Unfortunately, the abundance of technical intelligence has in many agencies led to a neglect of cultivating human intelligence. Some intelligence services engage, in jurisdiction which allow to do so, in sting operations (entrapment) to attract militants seeking to obtain arms, ammunition and/or bomb-making equipment.

**LPM 5:** Exchange of finished (not raw) intelligence (signal and human), within and between government agencies, and with trusted intelligence- and security agencies abroad.

Explanation: Exchange of intelligence. Knowledge is power and information is knowledge. Its exchange between intelligence agencies within a country is often a problem and exchange between governments is an even bigger challenge due to, inter alia, source protection concerns. By exchanging only finished (not raw) intelligence, the problem of insufficient trust can be circumvented while it can result in the loss of actionable intelligence. Lack of sufficient reciprocity is often an obstacle to the exchange of sensitive intelligence but when it works between trusted partners it is of utmost relevance for the prevention of terrorist attacks. Time and again post-incident evaluations reveal that crucial information for prevention was “out
there” or even “on file” but was not widely shared or not shared in actionable time due to organisational barriers and for other reasons.

**LPM 6: Analyse terrorist propaganda and construct counter- and alternative narratives that are backed up by credible actions to prevent & counter (further) radicalization.**

Explanation: Terrorist propaganda often offers cues about the range of targets considered. Sometimes it has taken the form of open instructions in publications like *Inspire* (published by Al-Qaeda), *Dabiq* and *Rumiyah* (published by ISIS). The study of public statements and captured documents from terrorist organisations offers important cues about likely targets.

**LPM 7: Encourage family members and friends of radicalising young men and women to confidentially report their concerns to a trusted organisation (not the police or intelligence services), while assuring them that this does not lead to the arrest of their family member or friend, but will bring them in contact with counsellors in youth mentoring or de-radicalization programs.**

Explanation: The terrorist incidents hardest to prevent are those of single actors or members of a single family (e.g. two brothers). Since few preparations can be carried out undetected by those closest to the perpetrators, reaching out to concerned family members and friends is important. However, these do not want to see their sons or daughters arrested and sent to jail. Therefore, assurances have to be given to them that what they report does not directly go to law enforcement, but will be handled discretely by psychological counsellors or deradicalization units.

**LPM 8: Monitor young people with a history of crime and/or mental health issues who appear inclined to join extremist groups and prepare special activity programs (e.g. sport and job training) for such youth at risk.**

Explanation: While in the past a sharp distinction has, and could be, made between common criminals and political offenders, that line has become blurred as almost half of all violent extremists tend to have – at least in Europe – a criminal record for violence, theft, robbery, or fraud. A smaller, but still sizable, number of such extremists – perhaps one-third – also have mental health issues. Some have both a criminal background and problems with their mental health. Such people need to be watched for signs of violent radicalization.

**LPM 9: Offer incentives to disillusioned members of terrorist organisations to leave their group and subsequently publicise, if they agree, their testimonies and help them start a new career.**

Explanation: To leave a terrorist network is difficult as traitors will be punished if not downright killed. This makes leaving hard and should, therefore, be assisted by middlemen. Few counter-narratives are as powerful as the testimonies of former insiders who can point out how big the gap between professed ideology and actual practice in a terrorist organisation really is.

**LPM 10: Offer rewards for information tip-offs from the general public that can help to prevent a terrorist attack and/or lead to the arrest of violent extremists and terrorists.**
Explanation: Since informing on terrorists (“snitching”) can be costly in terms of revenge acts, substantial sums of money need to be offered to those who cross the line and come forward with information that can help to stop a terrorist plot.

**LPM 11: Monitor and follow up specific ordinary crimes (such as theft of explosives) which might be perpetrated in connection with the preparation of a terrorist attack.**

Explanation: While some terrorist attack preparations are not unlawful in themselves, others are, and might come to the notice of law enforcement through different channels than those routinely dealing with countering terrorism. Things like theft of police uniforms or explosives, and purchases of ammunition ought, therefore, to be investigated. “Follow the precursor crime” should become as important as “follow the money” when it comes to preventing terrorist acts.

**LPM 12: Have rapid reaction protocols ready for dealing with credible attack warnings (e.g., on social media) received from the perpetrator or a spokesperson of the terrorist organisation.**

Explanation: Some terrorist groups (e.g., the Provisional IRA) provide[d] warnings of an imminent attack because they do not want mass casualties, or because they want that the public puts the blame on the government when it fails to evacuate an area in time. The time between a warning and an explosion is often very short. It is, therefore, important that protocols are ready to deal with credible attack warnings.

**LPM 13: Issue warnings via mass and social media to the general public when receiving credible new information about an impending terrorist attack and advise members of the public to be vigilant and look out for identified suspects and suspicious objects, opening a special phone hotline to report to responders.**

Explanation: Sometimes authorities are, without having received a specific warning from the perpetrator group, aware that an attack can happen any moment since they have multiple clues but lack information about where such an attack is about to take place. In such cases, the government can appeal to the public to report about the whereabouts of certain extremists on the loose and warn it about the likely danger. This can, in some cases, help to prevent an attack at the last moment or at least help to reduce the number of possible victims.

Are these 13 suggestions going beyond the state of the art? One way of ascertaining that is to compare these preventive layers with those developed by a working group of the Global Counter Terrorism Forum (GCTF) which includes 29 member states and the European Union. In 2017, the GCTF presented the Antalya Memorandum\(^3\) with 13 Good Practices (GP) on the Protection of Soft Targets in a Counterterrorism Context. These GCTF Good Practices (GP) for the Protection of Soft Targets\(^3\) include:

- **GP 1:** Be alert to the nature and history of the threat, monitor what terrorists are saying, and closely watch and learn from what they are doing.
- **GP 2:** Threat analysis should keep pace with the evolving nature of the threat and adversary, including local conditions and emerging technologies.
- **GP 3:** Conduct risk assessments.
- **GP 4:** Prioritize targets because not all targets are equal. Therefore, it is essential to identify and prioritize targets according to a risk assessment based on, and relevant to, local factors.
- **GP 5:** Align soft target and critical infrastructure protection efforts.
• GP 6: Include all stakeholders in establishing an effective national counterterrorism framework that clarify[s] responsibilities for soft target preparedness – prevention, protection, mitigation, response, recovery.
• GP 7: Enhance cooperation between and among all levels of government, between government and the private sector, and enhance the exchange of information and experiences between States.
• GP 8: Establish a trusted relationship between government and private sector security entities and encourage industry to play a proactive role in security efforts.
• GP 9: Citizens and private staff can contribute to security by reporting suspicious activity.
• GP10: Identify the right tool or measure for the right circumstance.
• GP11: Test assumptions and institute a lessons-learned program that incorporates analysis of previous attacks.
• GP 12: Train.
• GP13: Develop a communications plan (before an attack, during an attack after an attack).

While the 13 points of the Antalya Memorandum mainly emphasise organisational aspects of defensive prevention more generally, the 13 points suggested here rather focus on practical proactive prevention. However, while these two sets of recommendations are partly on different levels of abstraction, there are overlaps – Good Practices number 1, 7, 9, and 13 of the Antalya Memorandum largely correspond with Preventive Layer Measures number 6, 5, 9, and 10.

Conclusion
In its 2017 Antalya Memorandum, the working group of the Global Counter-Terrorism Forum concluded that:

“Protecting soft targets is complex. It is a perennial and practical struggle to balance security and access, and the target set is virtually unlimited. If casualties are the paramount terrorist metric for success, then every undefended group of people becomes a lucrative target.”

Given the reality that soft targets and crowded places are by definition unprotected or at least under-protected, preventive measures and interventions need to occur further upstream before a perpetrator can reach what the Antalya memorandum calls a “target set that is virtually unlimited.” In other words, prevention needs to occur before potential perpetrators have acquired arms and bombs and preferably also before they have joined an extremist group and before they have come to believe that an unprovoked terrorist attack on a random group of strangers is legitimate. In other words, rather than trying to harden an almost endless number of soft targets, multiple prevention layers that can act like filters should be applied before a terrorist attack is imminent in order to minimise the chances of an attack being planned and prepared at all. The main emphasis when it comes to soft target protection should be in the form of pre-incident plot detection, should be on preventing radicalization by, and recruitment into, terrorist organisations and, further upstream, on the prevention of terrorist group formation rather than on the costly hardening of multiple possible soft targets. Given the human cost of terrorist attacks and the costs of post-incident consequence management and recovery, such a shift of resources prevention in all its phases makes more sense.
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Appendix: Twelve Rules for Preventing and Countering Terrorism

By Alex P. Schmid

1. Try to address the underlying conflict issues exploited by the terrorists and work towards a peaceful solution while not making substantive concessions to the terrorists themselves.
2. Prevent radical individuals and groups from becoming terrorist extremists by confronting them with a mix of ‘carrot and stick’ tactics and search for effective counter-motivation measures.
3. Stimulate and encourage defection and conversion of free and imprisoned terrorists and find ways to reduce the support of aggrieved constituencies for terrorist organizations.
4. Deny terrorists access to arms, explosives, false identification documents, safe communication, safe travel and sanctuaries; disrupt and incapacitate their preparations and operations through infiltration, communication intercept, espionage and by limiting their criminal- and other fund-raising capabilities.
5. Reduce low-risk/high-gain opportunities for terrorists to strike by enhancing communications-, energy- and transportation-security, by hardening critical infrastructures and potential sites where mass casualties could occur and apply principles of situational crime prevention to the prevention of terrorism.
6. Keep in mind that terrorists seek publicity and exploit the media and the Internet to propagate their cause, glorify their attacks, win recruits, solicit donations, gather intelligence, disseminate terrorist know-how and communicate with their target audiences. Try to devise communication strategies to counter them in each of these areas.
7. Prepare for crisis – and consequence-management for both “regular” and “catastrophic” acts of terrorism in coordinated simulation exercises and educate first responders and the public on how to cope with terrorism.
8. Establish an Early Detection and Early Warning intelligence system against terrorism and other violent crimes on the interface between organized crime and political conflict.
9. Strengthen coordination of efforts against terrorism both within and between states; enhance international police and intelligence cooperation, and offer technical assistance to those countries lacking the know-how and means to upgrade their counter-terrorism instruments.
10. Show solidarity with, and offer support to, victims of terrorism at home and abroad.
11. Maintain the moral high-ground in the struggle with terrorists by defending and strengthening the rule of law, good governance, democracy and social justice and by matching your deeds with your words.
12. Last but not least: counter the ideologies, indoctrination and propaganda of secular and non-secular terrorists and try to get the upper hand in the war of ideas – the battle for the hearts and minds of those terrorists claim to speak and fight for.
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